A case of presumed choroidal metastasis from carcinoid tumor treated by photodynamic therapy with verteporfin
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Abstract: We report a case of metastatic choroidal carcinoid tumor with favorable outcome after photodynamic therapy. A 75-year-old woman was presumptively diagnosed with bilateral choroidal metastases from carcinoid tumor. Although the tumor in the right eye showed a tendency toward rapid expansion and required aggressive treatment to preserve vision, the size was still small and we hesitated to use external-beam radiotherapy because of the risk of radiation retinopathy. Consequently, photodynamic therapy was performed on the right eye, resulting in drastic reduction of the size and height of the choroidal tumor. Good visual acuity was maintained after photodynamic therapy. Photodynamic therapy may be an effective treatment for choroidal metastasis from carcinoid tumor.
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Introduction

Uveal metastasis from carcinoid tumor constitutes a small proportion of all uveal metastases. Although photodynamic therapy (PDT) has been reported as a treatment for some cases of metastatic choroidal tumor, as far as we are aware, only one case report on PDT for choroidal metastasis of carcinoid tumor has been published. Here, we report a case of metastatic choroidal carcinoid tumor with favorable outcome after PDT.

Case report

A 75-year-old woman who noticed floaters in her left eye for 2 weeks was referred to Tokyo Medical University Hospital in September 2010. She had a history of abdominal surgery for colon cancer (well-differentiated adenocarcinoma) in 2007. At presentation, her best-corrected decimal visual acuity was 0.6 oculus dexter (OD) and 0.9 oculus sinister (OS). Fundus examination revealed an orange-yellow mass that was 8 disc diameter (DD) in size with no measurable height at the inferotemporal side of the fundus OD, and a yellow-white mass 12 DD in size and 4.8 mm in height at the superior side of the fundus OS (Figure 1A and B). Fluorescein angiography of the left eye showed hyperfluorescence inside the mass from early to late phase (Figure 1C and D). Serum levels of carcinoembryonic antigen, cancer antigen 19-9, and cancer antigen 125 were within normal limits. A gallium-67 citrate scintigraphy scan showed no obvious abnormal uptake in the whole body including the eyes. Single-photon emission computed tomography with N-isopropyl-p-[123]I iodoamphetamine, which is known to be useful for the diagnosis of uveal melanoma, demonstrated no abnormal uptake in the eyes.
In September 2011, the masses at the inferotemporal side OD and at the superior and inferior sides OS had enlarged, but visual acuity was preserved in both eyes. On both T1 and T2-weighted magnetic resonance images of the left orbit, iso-dense regions relative to the cerebral white matter were found consistent with the masses. A systemic workup to search for extraocular primary lesions revealed multiple nodules in the subcutaneous tissues of bilateral breasts on ultrasonography and neoplastic lesions in the right bronchial tubes on chest computed tomography. Histopathology of the tumor from a breast biopsy revealed foci of oval and spindle-shaped cells in alveolar and palisading arrangement (Figure 2), and that from a lung biopsy showed oval hypertrophic nuclei and proliferation of atypical epithelial cells in rosette-like arrangement. Immunohistochemical staining was positive for CD56, chromogranin A, and synaptophysin. These imaging and histological findings were consistent with breast and lung carcinoid tumors.

From the clinical findings, general systemic workup, and clinical course, this case was presumptively diagnosed as choroidal metastasis from breast or lung carcinoid tumor. Fifteen months after the initial examination, the masses in both eyes expanded further. The mass at the inferotemporal side of the right eye was 20 DD in size and 3.5 mm in height. The mass at the superior side of left eye was 28 DD in size and 14.9 mm in height, and the mass at the inferior side was 7 DD in size and 5.5 mm in height. The left optic disc was invisible because of the enlarged mass, and best-corrected visual acuity was reduced to hand motion (Figure 3A and B). An indocyanine green angiogram of the right eye showed choroidal vessel staining inside the mass from the early phase, and a mixture of hyper- and hypofluorescence in the late phase (Figure 3C and D).

External-beam radiotherapy of 40 Gy was used to treat the tumor in the left eye. Although the tumor in the right eye showed a tendency toward rapid expansion and required aggressive treatment to preserve vision, the tumor was still small and we had reservations about using external-beam radiotherapy due to the risk of adverse effects such as radiation retinopathy. Consequently, PDT was performed on her right eye after obtaining informed consent.

Standard PDT was conducted with intravenous infusion of verteporfin at a dose of 6 mg/m² body surface area over 10 minutes. Treatment parameters were 689 nm at 50 J
(600 mW)/cm² for an exposure time of 83 seconds. The diameter of each spot was 6,500 µm, and three spots with overlapping margin were administered. The tumor at the inferotemporal side was reduced to 7 DD and no measurable height after treatment. Later, a new mass 4 DD in size appeared at the inferonasal side and remained unchanged. The tumor at the superior side of the left eye was reduced after radiotherapy and the optic disc became visible (Figure 4A and B). Best-corrected decimal visual acuity was 0.8 OD and 50 cm hand movement OS at 14 months after PDT (30 months after the initial visit) and the patient’s general condition was stable.

Discussion
Carcinoid tumor is a relatively rare low-grade neoplasm. Carcinoid tumors of the lung account for 1%–2% of all lung neoplasms. About 70% of all carcinoids are located in the major bronchi and the remainder in the periphery of the lungs. Breast carcinoids are also rare, accounting for less than 1% of breast cancers, and may be primary or metastatic. In the present case, both lung and breast carcinoid tumors were present; it remains unknown whether both were primary tumors. Carcinoid tumors commonly metastasize to lymph nodes, liver, and bone but rarely to the eye or orbit. Uveal metastasis is the most common intraocular malignancy and the majority originate from breast cancer in women and lung cancer in men. Uveal metastasis from carcinoid tumors constitutes only 2.2% of all uveal metastases. The survival outcome of metastatic uveal tumor is generally poor. The mean survival is 8 months from the establishment of ocular diagnosis in cases of primary lung cancer and 18 months in cases of primary breast cancer. However, a relatively long survival of 34 months has been reported in cases of primary carcinoid tumor. Uveal carcinoid metastasis may be the initial manifestation of carcinoid tumor in some patients, or the late manifestation of advanced metastatic disease in others. Our case is compatible with the clinical course of choroidal metastasis from carcinoid tumor, because the tumor growth was quite slow and the general condition was maintained favorably compared with other metastatic tumors.

External-beam radiotherapy, photocoagulation, proton-beam irradiation, and brachytherapy have been used to treat choroidal metastasis from carcinoid tumors. PDT that targets vascular endothelial cells and causes intraluminal thrombosis was initially developed for the treatment of age-related macular degeneration. More recently, PDT has also been used for the treatment of choroidal metastases from cancers including breast cancer, lung cancer, and leiomyosarcoma. As far as we are aware, only one case of PDT for choroidal metastasis from carcinoid tumor has been reported previously. Choroidal metastasis has a hypervascular pattern, as demonstrated by color-flow mapping. Therefore, PDT may be effective for choroidal hemangioma and hypervascular choroidal tumors. Hemangiomas have vessels with a normal endothelial lining, in contrast to choroidal neovascularization of age-related macular degeneration. PDT also targets nonproliferative choroidal vessels. The greater blood volume in the dilated vessels of hemangioma may account for the efficacy of PDT for hemangioma.

In a case series, PDT provided excellent control of choroidal metastasis with stabilization or improvement of visual acuity, with the exception of a few cases of intraretinal hemorrhage. In the case of PDT for choroidal metastasis from carcinoid tumor reported by Harbour, the tumor was reduced by 33% in size and 25% in height. In our case, the tumor was reduced by 65% in size while the height was reduced from 3.5 mm to a height not able to be measured, showing greater efficacy than in Harbour’s case. Compared with PDT, radiotherapy has greater risk of causing various sight-threatening adverse effects and is not recommended for patients with good visual acuity. The present case and a previously reported case thus indicate that PDT is an effective treatment for choroidal metastases of carcinoid tumors. However, because the energy of PDT has a limited depth of penetration, its efficacy is limited when the metastatic tumors are thick or extensive. It would be difficult to treat these cases with PDT alone. Further studies may establish the indications for PDT in the treatment of choroidal metastases from carcinoid and other tumors.

In general, patients with choroidal metastasis from carcinoid tumor survive for a fairly long time after onset of ocular symptoms. The present case suggests that PDT may be
effective in controlling the intraocular lesion and maintaining good vision and quality of life.
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